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We propose a class of variational Gaussian wavefunctions to describe Fro¨hlich polarons at finite momenta.
Our wavefunctions give polaron energies that are in excellent agreement with the existing Monte Carlo results
for a broad range of interactions. We calculate the effective mass of polarons and find smooth crossover between
weak and intermediate impurity-bosons coupling. Effective masses that we obtain are considerably larger than
those predicted by the mean-field method. A novel prediction based on our variational wavefunctions is a special
pattern of correlations between host atoms that can be measured in time-of-flight experiments. We discuss
atomic mixtures in systems of ultracold atoms in which our results can be tested with current experimental
technology.
PACS numbers: 71.38.Fp,67.85.Pq
Renormalization of particle masses due to their interac-
tion with the environment is a ubiquitous phenomenon in
physics. In the standard model of high energy physics ele-
mentary particles acquire a mass through interaction with the
Higgs field [1]. In solid state systems heavy fermion mate-
rials exhibit renormalization of electron masses of up to two
orders of magnitude due to interaction of electrons with local-
ized spins [2]. Complete localization of quantum degrees of
freedom caused by interaction with the environment has been
discussed in spin-bath models [3, 4] and quantum Joseph-
son junctions [5–7]. Surprisingly one of the first systems in
which strong mass renormalization due to particle-bath inter-
action has been predicted, the so-called polaron model intro-
duced by Landau in 1933 [8, 9], remains a subject of con-
siderable debate. This model describes interaction of a quan-
tum particle with a bosonic bath, such as an electron inter-
acting with phonons in a crystal (see Refs. [10–12] for re-
views). While the limiting cases of weak and strong coupling
can be analyzed using controlled perturbtative expansions (see
Refs. [1, 13] for weak coupling analysis and Refs. [9, 15] for
strong coupling expansion), the intermediate coupling regime
remains poorly understood with the effective mass of the po-
laron being the most contentious issue [16]. For example, con-
siderable disagreement between different approximations for
the effective mass of polarons in BEC has been reported in
the literature (see Fig.1). Perturbative expansion for small in-
teraction strength suggest a divergence of the effective mass
beyond a certain interaction strength, indicating localization
of the impurity particle [17]. Variational method based on the
Feynman path integral approach does not have a phase transi-
tion but exhibits a sharp crossover in the effective mass [4, 19].
By contrast mean-field approach to the problem shows only a
gradual evolution of the effective mass [5]. Recent experimen-
tal progress in the field of ultracold atoms brought new interest
in the study of impurity problems. Feshbach resonances made
it possible to realize both Fermi [21–24] and Bose polarons
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Figure 1: The polaron effective mass computed using different ap-
proaches as a function of the dimensionless interaction parameter α
defined by Eq. (12). Our result (CGWs) is compared with Feynman’s
variational method [19], mean-field [5], and Renormalization Group
approach (RG) [6]. We used parameters corresponding to 6Li impu-
rities in 23Na BEC for comparison with Refs. [4, 33].
[25–31] with tunable interactions between impurity and host
atoms and the rich toolbox of atomic physics has been used to
study their properties including the effective mass [21, 24].
In this paper we show that an analytical class of wavefunc-
tions based on the correlated Gaussian ansatz can describe
Fro¨hlich polarons at finite momentum for a wide range of pa-
rameters (see Refs. [34–36] for earlier works). Fro¨hlich type
Hamiltonians can be used to describe several different families
of physical systems including electrons interacting with lattice
phonons in polar [8, 9, 34–39], organic [40], and piezoelec-
tic [41–43] semiconductors, magnetic polarons in strongly
correlated electron systems [44, 45], 3He atoms in superfluid
4He [46], and impurity atoms in Bose-Einstein condensates
[4–7, 19, 33, 47–52, 54–59]. In this paper we focus on the
BEC polarons realized with ultracold atoms since these sys-
tems have highly tunable paramaters and should allow most
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2detailed comparison with our theoretical analysis. However
our method can be easily adapted to other systems and gener-
alized to dynamics.
The essence of our approach is an extension of the earlier
mean-field variational wavefunction (after performing Lee-
Low-Pines transformation on the Hamiltonian, see [60] and
discussion below) to Gaussian wavefunctions that include en-
tanglement between different phonon modes. The explicit
form of these wavefunctions is given in equation (5) and from
now on we will refer to them as correlated Gaussian wave-
functions (CGW) [61]. We demonstrate that CGWs show
excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo (MC) results for
the polaron binding energy at zero momentum for the range
of interactions relevant to ultracold atoms: from weak to in-
termediate coupling (see Fig.2). Compared to the mean-field
solution the number of variational parameters in our approach
increases only by a factor of three, which keeps the number
of self-consistent equations reasonably small. In the context
of BEC polarons MC method has only been used to calculate
polaron binding energies at zero momentum, which makes it
impossible to obtain the effective mass (for other types of po-
larons however effective mass analysis based on MC calcu-
lations has been done, see e.g. [38, 39].) CGW analysis at
finite polaron momentum does not introduce additional com-
plications which allows us to calculate the effective mass of
polarons. The key ingredient of our new class of wavefunc-
tions is the appearance of additional correlations for the host
atoms introduced through their interaction with mobile im-
purities. These correlations can be observed in the time of
flight experiments and should provide a quantitative test of
our variational wavefunction. Intermediate coupling regime
of polarons should be accessible, e.g., with 41K or 133Cs atoms
in 87Rb BEC, both of which have interspecies Feshbach reso-
nances that can be used to tune the impurity-boson interaction.
In Fig.3 we present our predictions for polaron masses for the
two cases and in Fig.4 we present predictions for the BEC
atoms correlations.
Fro¨hlich model for the impurity atom interacting with BEC.
We use Bogoliubov model to describe BEC of the host atoms
and limit ourselves to small deviations of the BEC density
from the homogeneous case. In this case interaction of the
impurity with phonons of the BEC can be described using the
Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian [4, 47, 62]
Hˆ = ~ˆp
2
2M
+
∑
k
Vk
(
bˆk + bˆ
†
−k
)
ei~k~ˆr +
∑
k
ωkbˆ
†
k bˆk (1)
Here ~ˆp and ~ˆr are momentum and position operators of the
impurity atom with mass M, bˆ†k is the annihilation opera-
tor of the Bogoliubov phonon excitation with momentum ~k,
ωk = ck
√
1 + (ξk)2/2 is the Bogoliubov mode dispersion,
with c being the sound velocity and ξ is the coherence length
of the condensate. The impurity-phonon interaction strength
is given by Vk = gIB
√
n0V−1ξk
(
2 + (ξk)2
)−1/4
, where n0 is
the BEC density, gIB denotes the interaction strength between
the impurity atom and host atoms with mass m, and V is the
volume of the system. From now on we will set V = 1 in
the rest of the paper. In the first-order Born approximation
this interaction strength can be related to the impurity/BEC
atom scattering length via gIB = 2piaIB
(
m−1 + M−1
)
. Condi-
tions on the applicability of the Fro¨hlich model for describing
impurity-boson systems are discussed below when we con-
sider experimental systems.
To utilize translational symmetry of the Fro¨hlich Hamil-
tonian (1) we apply the Lee-Low-Pines (LLP) transforma-
tion [1] UˆLLP = eiSˆ , Sˆ = ~ˆr
∑
k
~kbˆ†k bˆk. The transformed Hamil-
tonian HˆLLP = UˆLLPHˆUˆ†LLP is
HˆLLP = 12M
~P −∑
k
~kbˆ†k bˆk
2 +∑
k
ωkbˆ
†
k bˆk +
∑
k
Vk
(
bˆk + bˆ
†
−k
)
(2)
Here ~P is a conserved total momentum of the system which
can be treated as a c-number. Equation (2) no longer has de-
grees of freedom corresponding to the impurity: they were in-
tegrated out using conservation of the total momentum. This
generated an interaction term between phonon modes which
is proportional to 1/M. The appearance of the phonon-phonon
interaction can be understood as exchange of momentum be-
tween phonons via the impurity.
Mean-field solution. To motivate the mean-field solution
we first discuss the limit of infinitely heavy impurity, M → ∞.
In this case interactions between phonon modes in eq. (2)
vanish and the Hamiltonian can be transformed to the canon-
ical form using the displacement transformation Dˆ({β0k}) =
exp
(∑
k β
0
k bˆ
†
k − H.c.
)
with β0k = −Vk/ωk. Then the ground
state is given by a coherent state Dˆ({β0k})|0〉, where |0〉 is the
phonon vacuum. Note the key feature of this solution: it fac-
torizes into a product of wavefunctions for different k-modes.
Now we can generalize this result to the interacting case at
finite M. The mean-field approach to polarons assumes a sim-
ilar structure of the polaron wavefunction even in the interact-
ing case of finite impurity mass [63]. In this method a product
of coherent states for different phonon modes is taken as a
variational ansatz
|MF〉 = Dˆ({βk})|0〉 (3)
and coefficients βk are determined from minimizing the en-
ergy 〈HˆLLP〉MF. Straightforward calculation [5] gives βk =
−Vk/Ωk, where the renormalized dispersion Ωk is given by
Ωk = ωk +
k2
2M
−
~k
M
(
~P − ~Pph
)
(4)
The parameter ~Pph describes the part of the total polaron mo-
mentum which is carried by the phonon cloud, and in the
mean-field approximation reads ~Pph =
∑
q ~q
∣∣∣βq∣∣∣2. A major
limitation of the mean-field state is that it does not include
3correlations between different phonon modes since the wave-
function factorizes into a product of wavefunctions for indi-
vidual ks. Different modes affect each other only through the
self-consistency condition on βk.
Correlated Gaussian wavefuction. To account for correla-
tions between different phonon modes in the polaron problem
we introduce a Gaussian wavefunction
|CGW〉 = Dˆ({β})Sˆ ({Q}) |0〉 (5)
where Sˆ ({Q}) = exp( 12
∑
k,k′ Qkk′ bˆ
†
k bˆ
†
k′ − H.c.). Variational
wavefunction of this type have been suggested before [34–36]
but full optimization of the wavefunctions with respect to both
β and Q was considered computationally impossible. For ex-
ample, in Ref. [34] energy was minimized with respect to the
boson displacement part {βk} and the Gaussian part was used
to diagonalize Hamiltonian, where terms of the order higher
than two were truncated. One of the key results of this paper
is development of a new approach finding the optimal values
of β and Q, which makes variational functions (5) a power-
ful new tool for studying many-body systems of interacting
bosons.
A convenient way of understanding this ansatz is to inter-
pret it as a generalized Bogoliubov transformation with
Sˆ †({Q})Dˆ†({β})bˆkDˆ({β})Sˆ ({Q}) =
βk +
∑
k′
[cosh Q]kk′ bˆk′ +
∑
k′
[sinh Q]kk′ bˆ
†
k′ (6)
A new feature of wavefunction (5) is that expectation values
of boson creation and annihilation operators no longer factor-
ize. We have
〈
bˆk
〉
= βk,
〈
bˆ · bˆ
〉
= βk · βk′ + (cosh Q sinh Q)kk′ ,
and
〈
bˆ† · bˆ
〉
= βk · βk′ + (sinh2 Q)kk′ . All higher order expec-
tation values of bk and b
†
k operators can be computed using
Wick’s theorem. Variational parameters Qkk′ and βk should be
determined by minimizing the energy.
Explicit expression for the expectation value of HˆLLP in
state (5) is given in Supplementary Materials (SM). In the
regime of interest for cold atoms systems it is sufficient to
expand the hyperbolic functions in (6) up to second order in
matrices Qkk′ . We find
〈HˆLLP〉CGW =
~P2 − ~P2ph
2M
+
∑
k
2Vkβk + Ωk β2k + ∑
k′
Q2kk′

∑
kk′
~k~k′
M
Q2kk′ +
∑
kk′
~k~k′
M
βkβk′
Qkk′ + ∑
q
QkqQqk′
 (7)
In this approximation the momentum of phonon cloud is de-
fined as ~Pph =
∑
k
~kβ2k +
∑
kk′ ~k(Qkk′ )2, where Q2kk′ is the square
of the matrix element. Minimizing expression with respect to
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Figure 2: Polaron energy Ep + ELOreg for static
6Li impurity (P = 0) in
23Na BEC predicted by different theoretical approaches as a function
of the dimensionless coupling constant α. Our result (CGWs) is com-
pared with MC calculations [33], Feynman’s variational method [4],
mean-field [5], and RG [6]. Note that polaron energy has a sub-
leading UV divergence. We choose the cut-off 2 · 103ξ−1 as in
Refs. [4, 33].
Qkk′ we obtain equationsΩk + ~k~k′M + Ωk′
 Qkk′ + ~k~k′M βkβk′+∑
q
~q
M
βq
(
~k′βk′Qkq + ~kβkQqk′
)
= 0 (8)
where Ωk is still given by equation (4). At first sight this
integral equation on the matrix Qkk′ appears quite challeng-
ing. Fortunately, it can be reduced to a much simpler vector
equation by introducing ~Fk = −β−1k
∑
q βqQkq~q. Then equation
(S.6) is equivalent to
~Fk =
1
M
∑
k′
β2k′
~k′
Ωk +
~k~k′
2M + Ωk′
(
~k~k′ − ~Fk~k′ − ~k ~Fk′
)
. (9)
Minimization of (S.5) with respect to βk gives
Vk + βkΩk −
~k
M
∑
q
βq
M
Qqk
(
~Fq − ~q
)
= 0 (10)
Eqs. (9) and (S.17) can now be solved numerically. Details of
the derivation of these equations can be found in SM.
To benchmark the approach we compare the ground state
energy of the Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian Ep =
〈
HˆLLP
〉
for param-
eters corresponding to the system of Li impurity in Na BEC
with other known theoretical results in Fig.2 ( the compar-
ison in strong coupling limit is provided in SM). To make
such comparison quantitative we regularize the leading or-
der UV divergence of the polaron energy adding ELOreg =
4a2IBn0(1 + m/M)Λ [4, 5], where Λ is the UV cut-off. Our
approach shows excellent agreement with the MC approach
and drastically improves the mean-field solution.
Effective mass of the polaron can be obtained by taking the
second derivative of the polaron energy with respect to the to-
tal momentum. In practice this is not the most convenient way
4of computing it because the polaron energy for the Fro¨hlich
Hamiltonian (1) has UV divergencies. To regularize these di-
vergencies we should not only use a full cut-off dependent
relation between the microscopic interaction gIB and the scat-
tering length aIB [4, 5, 7], but also consider renormalization
of the impurity mass that enters the mean-field part of the im-
purity interaction with the condensate. Detailed discussion of
these divergences is presented in Ref. [6]. One can however
circumvent dealing with UV divergences if we use the follow-
ing argument: When analyzing the variational wavefunction
(5) we can calculate momentum of the polaron carried by the
impurity ~Pimp = ~P−~Pph. The velocity of the impurity, Pimp/M,
should coincide with the velocity of the polaron, P/Mp. Thus
we find
M
Mp
= 1 − Pph
P
. (11)
For the comparison with other theoretical results we show the
polaron mass for the 6Li impurities in 23Na BEC in Fig.1.
In contrast with Feynman’s variational approach the polaron
mass calculated with CGWs shows smooth crossover from the
regime of weak to intermediate coupling.
Relevant experimental systems and results. When selecting
atomic mixtures for testing our theoretical analysis one needs
to consider two factors. Firstly, a Feshbach resonance between
the impurity and BEC atoms is required, that can be used to
tune the interaction strength. It is common to describe the
strength of this interaction using a dimensionless parameter
α = 8pin0a2IBξ. (12)
Intermediate coupling regime requires α to be of the order
of one. Secondly, applicability of the Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian
relies on the condition that the condensate density depletion
caused by the impurity is smaller than the density of the con-
densate itself. This allows us to restrict ourselves to linear
terms in Bogoliubov operators in the Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian (1)
and gives rise to the condition |gIB|  4cξ2 [64]. We find that
both conditions can be satisfied for 41K impurities in 87Rb
BEC [25, 65] and 133Cs impurities in 87Rb BEC [30, 66].
They correspond to the cases of moderately light impurities
with M/mB = 0.46 for 41K/87Rb and M/mB = 1.53 for
133Cs/87Rb. Fig.3 shows our predictions for the effective mass
of polarons in these two systems as a function of the impurity-
boson interaction strength. We expect that mass enhance-
ments up to a factor of three should be observable in 41K/87Rb
systems. Note the particle mass renormalization is stronger
for lighter impurities.
Experimental signatures of correlations. The main new fea-
tures of the CGW (5) compared to the mean-field wavefuction
(3) are correlations between different phonon modes. Such
correlations will also be present for atoms of the host BEC it-
self and can be measured using noise correlation analysis in
the time-of-flight experiments (TOF) [67, 68]. The quantity
that can be extracted from TOF images is the second order
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Figure 3: Polaron mass for 41K and 133Cs impurities in BEC of 87Rb
atoms (in units of bare impurity mass M). Increase of the interac-
tion strength α between impurity atom and BEC enhances quantum
fluctuations and results in stronger renormalization of Mp.
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Figure 4: Inset in the panel (a) shows the typical experimental setup
for measuring noise correlation functions g(2)(k, k′) (see Eq.(13)).
TOF measurement should be performed with two detectors placed
at relative angle θ between two directions of measurement. Panels
(a) and (b) show noise correlations for (a) θ = 0 and (b) for θ = pi for
41K/87Rb and 133Cs/87Rb systems at α = 4. In the case θ = 0 BEC
atoms show antibunching. In the case of θ = pi we find atom bunch-
ing. For the 41K/87Rb mixture this bunching has a peak at k/ξ = 3.
Large momentum asymptotics can be computed analytacally and are
shown with dashed lines.
correlation function [69]
g(2)(k, k′) ≈
〈
bˆ†k bˆ
†
k′ bˆkbˆk′
〉〈
bˆ†k bˆk
〉 〈
bˆ†k′ bˆk′
〉 . (13)
Note that we will focus on the additional correlations among
host atoms caused by the impurity and will not include cor-
relations present in the BEC itself. The latter are expected
only for ±k atoms, as described by the Bogoliubov wavefunc-
tion [70]. Fig.4 presents results of correlations described
by the equation (13) for the experimental systems 41K/87Rb
and 133Cs/87Rb. It is possible to obtain asymptotic values of
these correlations in several regimes. In the long wavelength
limit phonon modes decouple and g(2) approaches unity. For
high momenta occupation numbers of atoms nk decrease but
g(2)(k, k′) saturates at values that depend on the angle θ be-
tween ~k and ~k′: g(2)(k = ∞, k′ = ∞)
(
1 +
√
2mB/M
)−1
and
5g(2)(k = ∞, k′ = −∞) =
(
1 +
√
2mB/M
)
. This indicates anti-
bunching of bosons for small θ and bunching for θ = pi. These
results are consistent with our intuition that an impurity col-
liding with one of the BEC atoms and giving it momentum ~k
is more likely to scatter the next BEC atom in the opposite di-
rection. Correlations induced between host atoms are stronger
for light impurities. One of the intriguing features in Fig.4(b)
is a peak in the correlation function at stronger coupling α = 4
and kξ ≈ 2.
Before concluding this paper we point out that wavefunc-
tions (5) are commonly used in quantum optics [71–75]. How-
ever theoretical analysis so far focused either on time depen-
dent quadratic Hamiltonians, non-linear Hamiltonians with
only few modes, for which direct optimization is possible, or
many body multimode Hamiltonians that have translational
symmetry, which allowed factorization the many body wave-
functions into separate contribution from (k,−k) pairs (trans-
lational invariance allows only
〈
b†kb−k
〉
and
〈
b†kbk
〉
) expecta-
tion values). We expect that the approach developed in this
paper can become a useful tool for analyzing quantum optical
systems with many modes, strong nonlinearities, and no trans-
lational symmetry, such as Rydbergs systems, circuit QED,
coupled non-linear resonators, and plasmonic systems.
Summary and outlook. We proposed a class of variational
Gaussian wavefunctions for Fro¨hlich polarons that gives ex-
cellent agreement with Monte-Carlo results for the polaron
energy in a wide range of parameters. We find a smooth
crossover of the effective polaron mass as the interaction
strength changes from from weak to intermediate coupling.
Our wavefunction predicts a specific pattern of correlations
between host atoms that can be measured in TOF experiments.
We suggest that our predictions can be checked in such sys-
tems as 41K or 133Cs impurities in 87Rb BEC, in which the
dimensionless coupling constant can reach the value as large
as 4, while the Fro¨hlich polaron description remains appropri-
ate. We point out that Gaussian wavefunctions can be used to
describe not only equilibrium states but also dynamics. Thus
our formalism can be extended to compute spectral functions
of polarons and study response of polarons to external fields.
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7Supplementary Materials for ”Polaronic mass renormalization of impurities in BEC: correlated
Gaussian wavefunction approach”
In this supplementary materials we present details of the calculation of the polaron energy using CGW given in eq. (5) of the
main text. We then show how one can minimize this energy to obtain self-consistency equations for the variational parameters.
Variational Gaussian Approach. Our starting point is the Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian after the Lee Low Pines [1] transformation
〈
HˆLLP
〉
=
1
2M
~P −∑
k
~kbˆ†k bˆk
2 + ∑
k
Vk
(
bˆ†k + bˆ−k
)
+
∑
k
ωkbˆ
†
k bˆk. (S.1)
Gaussian wavefunctions take into account entanglement between different phonon modes, which are absent in mean field
theories. As a consequence pairwise averages, e.g., 〈bkbk′〉, have a nonzero irreducible part. Because of the Gaussian statistics
all higher-order correlators as
〈
b†kb
†
k′bkbk′
〉
can be reduced to simple two-point expressions using Wick’s theorem. In particular
the average of Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian over arbitrary Gaussian trial state
〈
HˆLLP
〉
becomes
〈
HˆLLP
〉
=
P2
2M
+
1√
V
∑
k
Vk
(〈
bˆ†k
〉
+
〈
bˆk
〉)
+
∑
k
ωk + k22M − ~P~kM + ~k2M ∑
k′
~k′
〈
bˆ†k′ bˆk′
〉 〈bˆ†k bˆk〉 +
1
2M
∑
kk′
~k~k′
(〈
bˆ†k
〉 〈
bˆ†k′
〉 〈
bˆkbˆk′
〉
c
+
〈
bˆ†k bˆ
†
k′
〉
c
〈
bˆk
〉 〈
bˆk′
〉
+
〈
bˆ†k
〉 〈
bˆk′
〉 〈
bˆ†k′ bˆk
〉
c
+
〈
bˆ†k bˆk′
〉
c
〈
bˆ†k′
〉 〈
bˆk
〉)
+
1
2M
∑
kk′
~k~k′
(〈
bˆ†k bˆ
†
k′
〉
c
〈
bˆkbˆk′
〉
c
+
〈
bˆ†k bˆk′
〉
c
〈
bˆ†k′ bˆk
〉
c
)
. (S.2)
where we defined the irreducible connected correlations as
〈
AˆBˆ
〉
c
=
〈
AˆBˆ
〉
−
〈
Aˆ
〉 〈
Bˆ
〉
.
Our variational CGW given by eq. (5) of the main text give the most general Gaussian wavefunctions. For the ground state
(equilibrium) problem under consideration it is sufficient to consider real vector β and real symmetric matrix Q, up to an overall
phase, which provide minimum to the energy in eq. (S.2).
The unitary transformations Dˆ({β})Sˆ ({Q}) can be understood either as a transformation of the bosonic vacuum wavefunction
into a correlated Gaussian state |0〉 → |CGW〉, or as a Bogoliubov rotations of the creation (annihilation) operators. To evaluate〈
HˆLLP
〉
in Eq. (2) with the CGWs, we find it most convenient to perform a Bogoliubov basis transformation,
Bˆk ≡ Sˆ †({Q})Dˆ†({β})bˆkDˆ({β})Sˆ ({Q}) = βk +
∑
k′
[cosh Q]kk′ bˆk′ +
∑
k′
[sinh Q]kk′ bˆ
†
k′ (S.3)
and calculate the vacuum expectation value in the new basis, e.g.
〈
HˆLLP
(
bˆ†k , bˆk
)〉
= 〈0| HˆLLP
(
Bˆ†k , Bˆk
)
|0〉. Here, and in what
follows, functions of the matrix Q (e.g. cosh Q) should be understood as being defined through their Taylor expansion. Using
the relation (S.3), we can now calculate the irreducible two-point functions required to evaluate the variational energy,〈
bˆk
〉
= βk,
〈
bˆkbˆ
†
k′
〉
c
=
1
2
[cosh 2Q]kk′ ,
〈
bˆkbˆk′
〉
c
=
1
2
[sinh 2Q]kk′ (S.4)
In order to derive self-consistency equations for β and Q, we minimize the variational energy (S.2) with the expectation
values given by eq. (S.4). In addition, to obtain tractable equations, we consider only terms up to second order in Q in the
energy
〈
HˆLLP
〉
. Physically, this corresponds to the assumption that phonon-phonon correlations are small, albeit non-vanishing.
Note that this truncation can not be justified on the ground that matrix elements Qkk′ are of the order of inverse volume 1/V.
Summations implied in matrix multiplication
[
Q2
]
kk′
=
∑
p QkpQpk′ = V
∫
p QkpQpk′ show that higher order terms have the
same scaling in powers of 1/V. However analysis shows that even for intermediate interaction strength the matrix norm ‖Q‖ is
numerically small justifying the expansion. Thus we obtain the truncated variational energy
〈H〉 = P
2
2M
+ 2
∑
k
Vkβk +
∑
k
ωk + k22M − ~P~kM
 β2k + ∑
k′
Q2kk′
 + ∑
kk′
~k~k′
2M
β2kβ
2
k′+
∑
kk′q
~k~k′
M
β2k Q
2
k′q +
∑
kk′
~k~k′
M
βkβk′Qkk′ +
∑
kk′q
~k~k′
M
βkβk′QkqQqk′ +
∑
kk′
~k~k′
2M
Q2kk′ (S.5)
To find the minimum of (S.5) we vary the last expression with respect to β and Q, and derive the self-consistency equations.
8Equations for Qkk′ . Minimization with respect to Q gives(
Ωk +
kk′
M
+ Ωk′
)
Qkk′ +
kk′
M
βkβk′ +
∑
q
qk′
M
βqβk′Qkq +
∑
q
kq
M
βqβkQqk′ = 0 (S.6)
where the dispersion relation reads
Ωk = ωk +
k2
2M
− ~P
~k
M
+
~k
M
∑
k′
~k′β2k′ . (S.7)
It is similar to the mean field expression (see eq. (3) in the main text), except that the polarization βk is now determined by a
different self-consistent procedure.
To cast Eq. (S.6) into a more tractable form, we now define the following auxiliary quantities, ηk,k′ and D(k, k′) [8] by the
following formulas
ηk,k′ = −MQkk′ D(k, k
′)
βkβk′
, (S.8)
D(k, k′) = Ωk +
kk′
M
+ Ωk′ .
We express Qkk′ via ηkk′ and substitute it into the equation (S.6):
ηk,k′ = kk′ −
∑
q
β2q
M
(
ηk,qqk′
D(k, q)
+
kqηq,k′
D(q, k′)
)
. (S.9)
Let us now introduce the vector
~Fk =
∑
q
β2q
MD(k, q)
ηk,q~q, (S.10)
so that the equation (S.6) takes a particularly simple form
ηk,k′ = ~k~k′ − ~Fk~k′ − ~k ~Fk′ . (S.11)
We introduce the tensorial quantities A
A(0)k =
∑
k′
β2k′
MD(k, k′)
~k′ ⊗ ~k′, (S.12)
A(1)k =
∑
k′
β2k′
MD(k, k′)
~Fk′ ⊗ ~k′, (S.13)
A(2)k =
∑
k′
β2k′
MD(k, k′)
~Fk′ ⊗ ~Fk′ . (S.14)
where the outer product of two vectors is ~k ⊗ ~k′.
Then a multiplication of the equation (S.11) by
β2k′
MD(k,k′)
~k′ and subsequent summation over k′ gives the self-consistency equation
for the vector ~Fk
~Fk =
(
~k − ~Fk
)
A(0)k − ~k A(1)k . (S.15)
This equation is solved numerically together with the equation for β, which will be derived in the next subsection.
Let us first discuss the geometrical properties of the vector ~Fk. In case of P = 0 vector ~Fk is collinear to ~k as there are no other
vector quantities in the formalism. Formally this corresponds to ~Fk = Rk~k, with the proportionality coefficient Rk. In general
case P , 0 ~Fk belongs to the plane of the vectors ~P and ~k, and Rk is a tensor that describes a combination of rotation in this
plane and rescaling ( see Fig.S2 for illustration).
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~k
~F (k)
~k0
~F (k0)
Figure S1: Schematic of the respect direction of vectors: total momentum ~P, momentum of given mode ~k, and vector ~F(k). Vectors ~P and ~k
define a plane
(
~P,~k
)
and vector ~F(k) is in this plane.
Equations for βk. Variation of the expression (S.5) with respect to β gives
Vk + βk
ωk + k22M − ~kM (~P − ~Pph)
 + βk~kM ∑
q
β2q
MD(k, q)
ηq,k
(
~F(q) − ~q
)
= 0 (S.16)
where we substituted Q with the corresponding expressions (S.8) in terms of ηk,k′ after the variation. The total momentum
carried by the phonons is ~Pph =
∑
kk′ ~k
(
β2kδkk′ + Q
2
kk′
)
. The last term on the left hand side of Eq. (S.16) can be interpreted as a
renormalizition of the phonon dispersion relation Ωk. Let us rewrite the expressions so that this statement is more clear. We use
equations (S.11) and (S.15), and also recall the geometrical properties of vector ~Fk discussed above: ~Fk = Rk~k. We rewrite the
expression (S.16) as follows
Vk + βk
ωk + k22M − ~kM (~P − ~Pph) + ~k 1M ((A(1)k − A(0)k ) (I − Rk) − A(2)k )~k
)
= 0. (S.17)
Thus equation for βk can be written in a compact form
βk = − Vk
ω(k) +
~kM−1(k)~k
2 +
~k
M
(
~P − ~PB
) . (S.18)
Here the effective impurity mass
MM−1(k) = I − 2
((
A(1)k − A(0)k
)
(I − Rk) − A(2)k
)
(S.19)
is a tensor quantity which is non-diagonal for P , 0.
Observables. Equations (S.15) and (S.18) for βk and ~Fk form a self-consistent set for βk and ~Fk which we solve iteratively.
After obtaining βk and ~Fk all observables can be calculated using Wick’s theorem. In particular the polaron energy reads
Ep =
〈
HˆLLP
〉
=
~P2
2M
−
~P2ph
2M
+
∑
k
Vkβk −
∑
k
β2k
~F2k
2M
+
∑
k
β2k
kµ
(
M−1δµν −M−1µν (k)
)
kν
2
(S.20)
It is important to point out that only the total impurity energy E = gIBn0 + Ep is physically meaningful, where the first term is
the bare impurity-condensate interaction energy. The energy Ep by itself is UV-divergent. This divergence appears at the mean
field level and comes from the term
∑
k Vkβk. Indeed one can check that in UV-limit βk ∝ k−2 and Vk tends to a constant value.
Therefore in d > 2 this gives rise to a power-law divergency of the polaron energy
∑
k Vkβk ∝ Λd−2, where Λ is a sharp UV
momentum cut-off. This divergence is resolved by the standard regularization procedure [4, 5, 7], expressing gIB in terms of
the scattering length aIB and the cut-off Λ. When quantum fluctuations are taken into account and an additional logarithmic
divergence with Λ appears as we discuss in detail in [6]. The presence of this logarithmic behavior makes a direct comparison
with the experimental data involved. Thus our results for polaron energy are only used to benchmark the approach by comparing
to other known theoretical results.
The ground-state energy of the Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian with the regularized leading order divergence Ep + ELOreg is shown in Fig.
2 in the main text and in Fig. S3. The results obtained by the CGWs approach is in a good agreement with the diagMC up to
α = 4 for any value of the UV cut-off parameter. In the strong coupling limit there is a discrepancy between numerically exact
solution and the results obtained by the CGWs, which is due to the perturbative expansion of the energy as a function of the
squeezing parameter Q. To supplement this statement with concrete numbers we calculate the matrix norm of the squeezing
parameter
√
Tr[QQ], shown in Fig. S3. The perturbative expansion is no longer valid when the matrix norm is of the order
of unity,
√
Tr[QQ] ≈ 1. Note that the squeezing parameter is smaller for heavier impurities, since the nonlinear term in the
Hamiltonian (S.2) is proportional to the inverse mass of the impurity M−1.
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Figure S2: Polaron energy Ep + ELOreg for static
6Li impurity (P = 0) in 23Na BEC predicted by different theoretical approaches as a function
of the dimensionless coupling constant α in the strong coupling regime for different values of cut-off parameter: (a) Λ = 3000 ξ−1, (b)
Λ = 100 ξ−1, (c) Λ = 10 ξ−1. Our result (CGWs) is compared with MC calculations [3], Feynman’s variational method [4], mean-field [5],
and Renormalization group [6].
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Figure S3: Measure of correlation strength,
√
Tr[QQ], as a function of the dimensionless coupling constant α for systems with various
impurity and host species: Li/Na (M/mB = 0.23), K/Rb (M/mB = 0.47), and Cs/Rb (M/mB = 1.53).
Noise correlations. In the main text of the paper we showed that impurity atoms create additional correlations among host
atoms, which we describe using Gaussian variational wavefunctions. A formal way of describing these correlations is via the
second order correlation function g(2)(k, k′). We point out that while our analysis considered only a single impurity, experiments
are performed at finite impurity concentration. Assuming that impurities are sufficiently dilute and their polarization clouds do
not overlap, we can neglect interaction between polarons. Then changes in the occupation number of host bosons at finite k
due to several impurities will be proportional to the number of impurities. In the case of 41K/87Rb mixtures, interaction strength
α = 4, and impurity concentration 5 per cent, we estimate the number of atoms excited from the condensate to finite momentum
states by scattering on impurity atoms to be 3 per cent. This sets the magnitude of the signal whose correlations we discuss in
the main text.
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